BELLA LASH

VOLUME LASH BOOT CAMP

Volume Drills

BELLA LASH BOOT CAMP

Instructions —

APPROVAL PROCESS —

Step 1

Once your drills are approved, your Acheivement Award
PDF will be sent to your email. If a drill or multiple
drills are not approved, a Bella Lash educator will
reach out to you with feedback for resubmission.

Step 2

Drills are due via email by Sept 22.

Do the drills and take your time! You have until Sept 22
to complete and send in your drills. Do your best to
master technique and skill. We highly recommend
taking one week to work on each drill.

Take photographs of the BEST practice results to
submit. Label the drill number on the bottom right
corner of each photo. (Make sure the photo is taken up
close so we can see details).

Step 3

Once you've completed the drills, you’re ready to
submit your photos. Send your photos in one email
(attach all 4 drills to the same email) to
bootcamp@bellalash.com by Sept 22.
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DRILL 1 —

DRILL 2 —

Practice New Techniques

Symmetry

1. Grab a practice sponge & split into 5 different sections
with a marker
2. Label each section with a different method (bounce pad,
lonely fan, side slide, scrubbing and pinch and roll)
3. Make 10 of each method and place in correlating section
along the edge of the sponge

1. Grab a practice sponge, split into 5 different sections
with a marker and label each section
with 2-6
2. Using whichever method you would like, make (10) 2D
fans, (10) 3D fans, (10) 4D fans, (10) 5D fans and (10) 6D
fans and place in their section along the edge of the sponge
3. Focus on the symmetry of each fan. If your fan doesn’t
have perfect symmetry, try again - we want your BEST
fans
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DRILL 3 —

DRILL 4 —

5D Fans in 5 Minutes

Pattern Placement Practice

This drill is for speed. There is no limit for how many fans
we want made; we want to see how fast you can lash 5D
fans in 5 minutes.

This is where your creativity gets to shine. Create a
pattern on your practice sponge with your volume lash
fans. The more symmetrical your fans are, the more
precise your pattern will be. Focus on the spacing between
each fan to create a perfect masterpiece.

1. Try placing them on a sponge first
2. Level up and try on your mannequin head next
3. Repeat 5x and record your scores
4. Set a goal and repeat each day to see your
time progress!

Example of patterns: Initials, wave, rainbow, lightning
bolt, Nike swoosh, heart, star, etc.
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For any questions or concerns about the boot camp
drills, please reach out to the Bella Lash Educators
Email: bootcamp@bellalash.com
Phone: 855-423-5525
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